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Contra Rb-Sr dat-
ing: an isotope 
fractionation 
mechanism for 
the nonradiogenic 
origin of excess 
strontium-87
John Woodmorappe

This new model for 87Sr accumulation eliminates the 
need for either long-term decay of 87Rb, or the accel-
eration of 87Rb decay by many orders of magnitude.  
When diffusive isotope fractionation of Sr isotopes 
is repeated a sufficient number of times by within-
mantle processes on isotopically-anomalous mantle 
xenoliths (each of which originally had low 88Sr/86Sr, 
high 84Sr/86Sr, and normal (0.7) 87Sr/86Sr ratios), the 
remnants of these xenoliths become isotopically 
heavy.  In the process, these remnants also acquire 
near-normal (relative to the bulk Earth) 88Sr/86Sr and 
84Sr/86Sr ratios, along with elevated 87Sr/86Sr ratios.  
When mixed with variable amounts of terrestrial 
nonradiogenic strontium, these remnants generate 
mixing lines indistinguishable from age-indicative 
Rb-Sr isochrons.  Such mixtures also produce el-
evated 87Sr/86Sr signatures in oceanic crust, which 
are now routinely attributed, with much ambiguity, 
to prior crustal contamination.

Although the unreliability of the Rb-Sr method for dat-
ing is readily demonstrated,1,2 it is important that alternative 
models are developed to explain the observed patterns of 
strontium isotopes.  The ratios of 88Sr, 86Sr, and 84Sr, rela-
tive to each other, are commonly believed to be invariant 
throughout Earth materials.  However, the ratio of 87Sr 
relative to the other Sr isotopes varies widely.3  This needs 
understanding in the light of the creationist-diluvialist 
paradigm.

According to conventional uniformitarian beliefs, an el-
evated 87Sr/86Sr ratio (> 0.70) necessarily implies a contribu-
tion of 87Sr from the decay of 87Rb, the latter of which has a 
half-life of about 49 billion years.  In fact, Rb-Sr ‘isochrons’ 
are constructed with the ratio 87Sr/86Sr as the y-axis of the 

‘isochron’.  So how can Rb-Sr ‘isochrons’ be explained 
in the context of a young Earth?  If Rb-Sr ‘isochrons’ are 
actually the result of mixing lines, the collinear relationship 
between 87Rb/86Sr and 87Sr/86Sr is readily explained.  But 
what about the elevated and variable 87Sr/86Sr ratios?  Some 
creationist scientists suppose that accelerated radioactive 
decay of 87Rb, by many orders of magnitude, is needed to 
account for the existence of excess 87Sr in the context of 
a young Earth.4  By contrast, in this work, a model is pre-
sented which bypasses radioactive decay of any nuclide to 
account for the observed 87Sr/86Sr ratios.

Isotopic fractionation

Many authors use the term ‘fractionation’ in a confusing 
manner, sometimes referring to the partitioning of elements, 
which happen to secondarily change isotopic ratios, or to the 
mixing of different sources of crustal material which hap-
pen to have different isotopic compositions to begin with.  
In proper usage, the phrase ‘isotope fractionation’ refers 
exclusively to the physical separation of one isotope of an 
element from another isotope of the same element.5 

It has been known for several decades that the lighter 
elements (notably carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and sulphur) 
undergo isotopic fractionation under the influence of their 
physical and chemical environment, and much research has 
been conducted to understand this behaviour.6  By contrast, 
it has not generally been supposed that the heavier elements, 
such as strontium, undergo similar measurably significant 
fractionation on Earth.7 

It is a sobering fact that Earth materials have not been 
systematically searched for isotope fractionation.8  In ad-
dition, isotopic fractionation is liable to be overlooked be-
cause the very process of conventional spectrometric analy-
sis obscures it, as highlighted by Hofmann and Hart:

‘Actually, the question of whether Sr isotopes 
can be fractionated by nature or not is irrelevant, be-
cause all Sr isotope analysis are routinely corrected 
for all isotopic fractionation effects, be they natural 
or laboratory-induced.  The possibility of isotopic 
fractionation as an explanation for differences in 
87Sr/86Sr has been proposed to both authors on many 
occasions.  It therefore seems worthwhile to point out 
that isotopic fractionation does occur during the mass 
spectrometric ratio measurement.  Strontium isotope 
measurements are therefore routinely corrected by 
measuring the (fractionated) 86Sr/88Sr ratio and com-
paring this value to an arbitrarily-chosen standard 
value of 86Sr/88Sr (=0.1194), and correcting all other 
measured isotope ratios (including 87Sr/86Sr) using 
the appropriate mass dependence of fractionation.  
This process is inherently incapable of distinguish-
ing between natural and mass spectrometer gener-
ated fractionation.  Consequently, any variations in 
87Sr/86Sr due to natural fractionation are removed by 
this correction.’9
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 For example, in the Allende chondrule, the ef-
fects of strontium isotope fractionation were automatically 
removed in the conventional normalization to 88Sr/86Sr of 
8.37521,10 or its reciprocal, 0.1194, quoted above.  Real, 
natural isotopic fractionation was later found in this mete-
orite only as a result of special investigation.  Specialized 
procedures have to be followed to circumvent the ratio-nor-
malization procedures.11  The new model for heavy-isotope 
fractionation, developed in this work, avoids any situation 
where one isotopic ratio is used to correct another. 

Isotopic fractionation in 
extraterrestrial materials

Uniformitarians believe that the elements and their 
respective isotopes originated from stellar nucleosynthetic 
processes.  These nuclear processes are usually preferred 
over isotopic fractionation to explain isotopic anomalies, 
whenever isotopes of an element show a pattern that is 
inconsistent with mass-dependent isotope fractionation.12

Numerous isotope anomalies have been discovered in 
virtually every element studied in meteorites.13,14  Many of 
these isotopic anomalies do not fit any standard uniformi-
tarian model of the universe’s history.15

For example, the trends in calcium-isotope ratios are 
consistent with mass-dependent isotope fractionation.16  
However, the trends in the calcium and magnesium 
anomalies are the opposite of what would result from 
mass dependent isotope fractionation.  This prompts the 
rather cumbersome suggestion that a complex process of 
vaporization and condensation had been responsible (i.e. 
each element’s isotopes being fractionated during separate 
episodes). 

Furthermore, magnesium-isotope anomalies within in-
clusions of the Allende meteorite show a linear relationship 
between 26Mg/24Mg versus 25Mg/24Mg,17 which is exactly 
what is expected from mass-dependent isotope fractiona-
tion.  But there are other values for magnesium isotopes 
which plot far off this line, and for which the decay of 
now-extinct 26Al is invoked. 

As for strontium anomalies in meteorites, straight-
forward uniformitarian explanations fail once again.  This 
is particularly true of the inferred stellar nucleosynthetic 
processes, most of which have difficulty accounting for 
the abundance of 88Sr.18  Furthermore, strontium in the 
Murchison meteorite is isotopically light in terms of the 
84Sr/86Sr ratio, yet contains a near-normal 88Sr/86Sr ratio.  
This is a mystery, as the same nucleosynthetic processes 
that generated the former ratio should also have caused the 
latter ratio.19

In the Allende chondrule, the 88Sr/86Sr and 84Sr/86Sr 
anomalies do form a simple linear regression whose nega-
tive slope is proportional to the mass differences between 
the respective pairs of isotopes.9  However, for some 
unknown reason, the strontium isotope anomalies are not 
correlated with those for magnesium.  Which strontium 

isotopes themselves are out of balance cannot be unambigu-
ously answered either.20

Isotopic fractionation in terrestrial materials

How common is heavy-element isotopic fractionation 
on Earth?  It may surprise some readers to learn that there 
is no clear answer to this question.  As noted earlier, routine 
studies using normalized mass spectrometric corrections 
obscure isotopic anomalies.  Variations in the 86Sr/88Sr 
ratio for Earth materials commonly fall within the range 
of 0.1187–0.1206,21 in contrast to the accepted standard 
ratio of 0.1194.

Samples near the famous Oklo ‘natural reactors’ of Ga-
bon, west Africa, have been found to have widely-altered 
Nd-isotope ratios,22 as well as 88Sr/86Sr ratios as high as 
9.616.23  Of course, these isotopic anomalies are caused 
by the local perturbation of isotopic ratios (resulting from 
mixture of fissiogenic strontium with bulk-Earth strontium), 
and not by isotopic fractionation processes.  Nevertheless, 
one wonders whether, if isotopic anomalies are found in 
Sr or Nd, they will be taken as ipso facto evidence for past 
fissiogenic perturbations of isotopes.24

Potassium isotopes appear to be very uniform through-
out the Earth,13 albeit with localized exceptions.25,26  Natural 
isotopic fractionation has been recently discovered in iron,27 
and the same holds for terrestrial copper and zinc.28

Fractionation in gases and solids

Uniformitarians believe that, with the possible excep-
tion of the earliest stages of its history, Earth materials 
have never been in a gaseous phase.  Except for localized 
events such as asteroid impacts, there probably was never 
a circumstance during which silicate materials would ever 
reach their boiling point.  If such reasoning is also valid 
within the creationist-diluvialist paradigm, then gas-phase 
isotope fractionation mechanisms have little relevance for 
the purposes of this study, and are henceforth ignored.

In like manner, diffusion-based isotopic fractionation 
in the solid state can be discounted.  This is because the 
rate of diffusion in solids is so low (≤ 10-16 cm2/sec)29 that, 
at most, only sub-metre-sized distances could be travelled 
by nuclides, even over 4.5 billion years.30,31

Fractionation in liquids 
and in electrolyte solutions

Thus, we focus our attention on the liquid phase.  The el-
ement in question must diffuse from an area where it occurs 
at high concentration to one of low concentration (Figure 
1).32  As illustrated in the figure, the isotope fractionation 
that occurs during diffusion is necessarily a contact phe-
nomenon between the high- and low-concentration areas.

Since this type of isotopic fractionation was first studied 
in the gaseous phase, equations governing its behaviour 
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Figure 1.  Diffusion of Sr in magma (a) and rock (b).  The darker magma/rock to the 
left has a high Sr concentration while the lighter magma/rock to the right has a low Sr 
concentration.  Diffusion of Sr occurs at the concentration gradient.  In the magma (a) 
the concentration gradient is confined to the narrow zone at the contact, and extends 
only several cm at the most.  For the rock (b), the concentration gradient is confined 
to the contact between the solution and the rock.  However, the extensive porosity in 
the rock can allow the electrolyte solution to extend from several metres to tens (or 
even hundreds of kilometres).

were first described in terms of gases.  The relevant equa-
tion33 is:

D1/D2  =  (m1/m2)
β     

(1)

where D1 and D2 are the rates of diffusion, or diffusivi-
ties of isotopes of mass m1 and m2, respectively, and β is a 
characteristic exponent, which is taken as 0.5 for a gas.34

However, Richter et al. have performed a series of 
experiments which measure the degree of actual diffu-
sion-based fractionation of calcium isotopes in simulated 
silicate melts (Figure 2).35  From this they determined that 
the exponent, β, should be much lower than 0.5.  Their data 
suggests a β value from 0.05 to 0.1, which agrees with the 
experiments of Tsuchiyama et al. 36 on the liquid-state dif-
fusion of magnesium isotopes in molten MgO.37

Although the diffusivity ratios of stron-
tium isotopes in silicate melts have appar-
ently never been measured, they should be 
comparable with calcium.  This is because 
elements within the same group of the peri-
odic table exhibit comparable diffusivities 
of their respective isotopes relative to each 
other.

The diffusion coefficients of elements 
in electrolyte solutions are considerably 
greater than those in liquid magmas.  The 
value for the latter range from 10-6 to 10-8 
cm2/sec.26,30,32,33  Those in aqueous electro-
lyte solutions can be at least two orders of 
magnitude greater.38  For instance, at 25oC, 
they are about 10-5 cm2/sec,39 and this value 
rises to about 10-4 at temperatures of 500oC 
to 700oC.

Transport of ions in aqueous solutions 
greatly facilitates the potential extent of 
diffusive isotope fractionation in three 
important ways.  First, the effective contact 
area (where an element can diffuse from 
a place of high concentration into one of 
low concentration) is greatly increased.  As 
shown in Figure 1 (compare 1a and 1b), this 
follows from the greater perpendicular dis-
tance into which water can carry the material 
as compared with a simple non-crenellated 
contact.  Second, the amount of material 
which can be moved in solution (Figure 
1b) is much greater than can be involved 
in travel across a narrow interface (Figure 
1a).40  Third, the high rates of diffusion in 
aqueous solutions allow more material to 
diffuse in less time, even if the other two 
factors did not exist.41  

All of the foregoing factors can be 
summarised in the standard diffusion equa-
tion:27

 X  =  (D * T) 0.5     
(2)

where X is the distance diffused by a molecule, ion or 
isotope, D is the diffusivity, and T is the time elapsed.

Geologic constraints on isotope fractionation

Thus far, the only studies on isotopic fractionation in 
medium to heavy elements, in a well-defined geologic 
context, have been limited to contact effects in magmas, as 
is depicted in Figure 1a.  Because of fractionation during 
diffusion, the element is slightly isotopically heavier on 
the high-concentration side of the boundary, and slightly 
isotopically lighter on the low-concentration side of the 
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boundary.  As shown in Figure 1a, a concentration gradient 
exists across the boundary.  With time, the gradients, shown 
as a hyperbolic curves throughout Figure 1, flatten out.30  
In other words, as noted earlier,32 the gradient is smoothed 
over.  The previously-existing sharp difference in elemental 
concentrations across the magma boundaries are erased, 
and further isotopic fractionation of that element is thereby 
prevented from taking place across that boundary.

Let us now consider some examples of magma-contact 
isotope fractionation as observed in the solidified rocks.  
A lithium isotope fractionation (7Li/6Li) of –30 permil was 
observed 6 mm into a gneiss-amphibolite contact zone, 
along with a –25 permil fractionation of potassium isotopes 
(39K/41K) existing just 2 mm within the same juncture.22  
Elsewhere, a granite-amphibolite contact zone of 3 cm 
showed a fractionation of potassium isotopes amounting to 
–30 permil.23  Fractionation in other geologic environments 
is theoretically possible.42 

Regardless of the exact mechanism involved, the magni-
tude of isotopic fractionation, in relation to the magnitude of 
the concentration of the isotopes, is almost always small.43  
However, this conventional reasoning presupposes that 
isotopic fractionation in heavy elements is, at most, a one-
time event.  But, like the proverbial final straw that broke 
the camel’s back, a trivial occurrence becomes significant 
if duplicated a sufficient number of times.  In like manner, 
were isotopic fractionation repeated enough times, a major 
alteration in the isotopic ratios of the chemical elements 
would result.  Moreover, were the repetitive isotopic frac-
tionation on the same material to occur on a volumetric 
scale commensurate with a large fraction of the Earth’s 

mantle and/or crust, then appreciable 
amounts of the chemical elements with 
considerably-altered isotopic ratios 
would result.

With the notable exception of the 
repeated fractionation of hydrogen and 
oxygen isotopes which occur during 
repeated cycles of precipitation and 
evaporation,5 it does not appear that 
repeated fractionation of isotopes, let 
alone that which involves large frac-
tions of Earth materials, has ever been 
contemplated, let alone researched.  It 
is for this reason that this paper has 
been written.  The model presented 
relies on the repeated movement of 
within-earth materials past each other 
(Figure 3), constantly creating new 
interfaces (such as shown one-time in 
Figure 1) through which isotopes can 
diffusive repeatedly, and undergoing 
repeated isotopic fractionation.

Large-scale fractionation of stron-
tium isotopes

Even though God created the Universe, including the 
Earth, by Divine fiat on the first day (Genesis 1), we must 
consider the possibility of extensive movement of within-
Earth materials on the first day or so of its existence as a 
result of speeded-up quasi-natural geochemical processes.44  
The model which I propose allows for God having assem-
bled our planet from previously-made chunks or ‘blobs’ of 
material having divergent strontium-isotope ratios.  Some 
of these chunks were embedded deep within the Earth, 
and gradually experienced equilibration of their strontium 
isotopes with those of the rest of the Earth through the proc-
ess of isotope fractionation.  In doing so, variable and often 
elevated 87Sr abundances, relative to the other strontium 
isotopes, were generated.  More on this shortly.

Any appreciable fractionation of strontium isotopes 
must be caused by a large-scale mechanism that is exter-
nal to the immediate fractionation-front itself.  We must 
consider 
1. a means for relatively rapid transport of chemical species 

within the mantle, 
2. potential mechanisms for creating and maintaining a 

gradient between strontium-rich and strontium-poor 
rocks, and 

3. a means of constantly renewing this gradient.
 Let us focus on aqueous transport (Figure 1b) 

within the lower crust and especially the mantle.  The con-
ventional belief is that, except for the first several kilometres 
of depth below the surface, the interior of our planet is vir-
tually impermeable to fluids.  However, there is a steadily 
accumulating body of evidence to the contrary.45

Figure 2.  Degree of one-time isotopic fractionation in silicate melts (modified from Richer 
et al.) 58 
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Recent work by Dreibus, Jagoutz and Wanke 
indicates that the mantle contains about 400 ppm 
of water,46 which is considerably more than gener-
ally supposed.  Further evidences of water in the 
mantle are discussed and documented elsewhere.47  
Of course, the foregoing need not be an all-or-none 
situation.  Parts of the Earth’s surface are very 
wet, and others are completely dry.  The same can 
hold for the mantle.  Because of the likelihood of 
appreciable water in the lower crust and mantle, 
the capability of aqueous fluids to carry dissolved 
strontium to depths of several tens of kilometres (at 
least), and laterally therein for at least comparable 
distances, should be seriously considered.

Next, we must consider mechanisms, which con-
stantly renew the concentration gradients of stron-
tium.  If there were any kind of physical movement 
within the mantle, as illustrated in Figure 3, it would 
set the stage for repeated isotope fractionation.  La-
mella 2 moves up (relative to Lamella 1), and the 
strontium diffuses across the interface near 1Z/2R.  
Lamella 3 moves up, in analogous fashion, relative 
to Lamella 2.  This allows the isotopically-light Sr 
to diffusive across the 2R/3K boundary.  Successive 
movements of other Lamellae allow for continuous 
diffusion across the boundaries marked 3K/4F, and 
finally, 4F/5A.  The strontium is diffusing left to 
right in a straight line.  The relative movement of 
Lamellae creates the illusion of a stepwise move-
ment.  The end result is a very isotopically-light 
strontium in Lamella 5. 

Meanwhile, the Sr source in Lamella 1, pictured 
at the far upper left of Figure 3, acquires a new 
interface with Lamella 2 every time that Lamella 
2 moves up relative to Lamella 1.  With each such 
relocation, the Sr source preferentially sheds its 
light isotopes into each new contact zone material 
within Lamella 2.  The end result is a Sr source that 
is very isotopically heavy. 

But what kind of lamellar interfaces, as pictured 
in Figure 3, could actually exist in the mantle?  One 
possibility is the sharp boundary between magmas 
of very different compositions.  However, turbulent 
transport would tend to erase any incipient isotope 
fractionation in such circumstances.  The lamellae could 
instead be tectonic in nature.  But this seems unlikely, since 
the mantle material is not brittle but—to the contrary—me-
chanically ductile.  Yet it is this very ductility which pro-
vides the answer.  Patches or ‘blobs’ of high-Sr material 
could be smeared by both normal and shear strains within 
the mantle.  This process is similar to what is believed to 
take place in accordance with the marble-cake model of 
the mantle,27 except that it is a Sr-rich basaltic-composition 
material that gets smeared out instead of pyroxenite.

For the foregoing repeated-dilution mechanism to 
work (Figure 3), the surrounding mantle must have a very 

low (almost zero) background concentration of strontium.  
Such is the case.  Estimates for the strontium content of 
the Bulk Silicate Earth (crust plus mantle) range from 10 
ppm to nearly 28 ppm.48  (Of course, the present mantle, 
having undergone severe extraction of strontium during 
the formation of the crust, has much less strontium.)  This 
means that, were the ‘blobs’ of highly-concentrated stron-
tium embedded within the pre-differentiated Earth, each 
of these ‘blobs’ would necessarily have been surrounded 
by a large volume of strontium-poor mantle material into 
which the strontium could be transported by diffusion in 
aqueous solutions.  The repeated dilutions of strontium 

Figure 3.   A mechanism which could have constantly renewed the concentra-
tion gradients of strontium within the mantle.  Sr diffuses from the Sr source 
at the far upper left across the low-Sr lamellas, fractionating the Sr isotopes 
and gradually reducing the concentration gradient.  Subsequently, vertical 
movement of the lamellas again brings low-Sr material into contact with the 
high Sr source allowing for multiple fractionation.  The scale is comparable 
with that for Figure 1(b).

Contra Rb-Sr dating — Woodmorappe
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contents, caused by the movements of lamellae past each 
other (Figure 3), would not erase the concentration gradients 
for a long time.

Isotopic dynamics of repeatedly-fractionated stron-
tium isotopes

To what extent can strontium isotopes fractionate?  It 
is well known that strontium behaves similarly to calcium, 
and it is recognised that calcium may at least theoretically 
be fractionated by interstitial fluids.49  Let us consider the 
consequences of fractionating the presently-existing stron-
tium isotopes.  Using β exponent values of 0.1 and 0.05 in 
Equation (1), a spreadsheet program was used to calculate 
the isotopic abundances, which would result from the re-
peated diffusive isotopic fractionation of strontium isotopes.  
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The mass ratios of the starting points in Tables 1 and 2 
are based on exact atomic mass values for each strontium 
isotope, taken from Holden.50  Using Figure 1, a concen-
tration gradient of at least 0.01 was assumed to exist for 
each step in the diffusive isotope fractionation process.  
The calculated fractionation factors, based on the atomic-
mass differences of about 4, 2, and 1 between the indicated 
strontium isotopes, and a β value of 0.1, are 1.0084, 1.0045, 
and 1.0020, respectively.  The corresponding fractionation 
factors, applicable to a β value of 0.05, are 1.0045, 1.0020, 
and 1.0012, respectively.  Bulk-Earth Sr isotopic ratios45 
were at first used as the starting point for the fractionation 
experiments, even though the lowest measured 87/86Sr ratio 
on Earth is 0.700510.51

With repeated fractionation, one gets almost pure 88Sr, 
or, by fractionating bulk strontium in the opposite direction, 
almost pure 84Sr (Table 1).  Furthermore, as the 87Sr/86Sr 
ratio becomes increased above 0.7 as a result of isotope 
fractionation in Earth materials (Table 1), the abundance 
of 88Sr quickly rises to nearly 100%, and that of 84Sr even 
more quickly approaches zero.  Because this type of isotopic 
fractionation is entirely mass-dependent, it is impossible to 
elevate the 87Sr/86Sr ratios without simultaneously changing 
all of the other strontium isotope ratios. 

What about mixtures of differently-fractionated stron-
tium?  A series of mixing simulations demonstrates that 
isotopic fractionation is insensitive to mixing.  For example, 
as can be seen in Table 2, the isotopic abundance after 100 
continuous episodes of fractionation are almost identical to 
those resulting from a mixture of equal volumes of materials 
fractionated from a range of from zero to 200 times.  This 
is a significant result, as it simplifies the overall analysis 
of complex isotopic fractionation in the following manner: 
One number (the times an element was fractionated) can 
serve as a stand-in for a series of fractionations. 

However, as can be seen in Table 3, mixtures of previ-
ously-fractionated strontium cannot be combined in any 
manner that elevates the 87Sr/86Sr ratios and simultaneously 
recovers the near-normal bulk-Earth 86Sr/88Sr and 84Sr/88Sr 

ratios.  To investigate this further, more complex hypotheti-
cal mixing simulations were performed.  This time, there 
were repeated rounds of isotopic fractionation of strontium, 
in both the light and heavy directions, successively imposed 
upon mixtures of normal, isotopically-light, and/or iso-
topically-heavy strontium.  In each case, the goal was the 
normal bulk-Earth 86Sr/88Sr ratio of 0.1194.  A few of the 
results are shown in Table 4.  It turns out that, under such 
conditions, the elevated 87Sr/86Sr ratio not only disappears, 
but becomes smaller than the bulk-Earth 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 
0.7.  One can conclude that the 87Sr/86Sr ratio can be low-
ered, but not elevated, by a complex alternating series of 
mixings and fractionations.

Up to now, all of the hypothetical fractionation simula-
tions had some variant of bulk-Earth strontium isotopic 
ratios as the starting point.  To explore other possibilities, 
a study was made of the strontium isotope ratios that are 
believed possible as a result of nuclear processes.  While 
some of these ratios are comparable to those of bulk-Earth 
materials, others are very different.52  For instance, some 
modelled nucleosynthetic processes allow for high abun-
dances of 84Sr at the expense of all the other strontium 
isotopes,53 while other nucleosynthetic models emphasize 
that 88Sr can form at rates considerably less than is com-
mensurate with its high relative abundance in bulk-Earth 
materials.54  Both tendencies are shown, to varying degrees, 
in the isotopic starting points of the three fractionation simu-
lations in Table 5.  As for the relative abundances of 86Sr and 
87Sr, virtually every nucleosynthetic model surveyed sug-
gests that the former is almost always at least slightly more 
abundant than the latter.55  This apparent fact is reflected 
in the choice of ratios of the two isotopes, relative to each 
other, as the starting point of each of the three hypothetical 
fractionating simulations shown in Table 5.

Origin of Earth materials of differing strontium iso-
tope composition

Earlier, the consequences of isotopically-inhomogenous 
masses of material within the Earth had been discussed.  
Also, as noted earlier, I postulate that God had created the 
Earth out of previously-made chunks of materials, many 
of which differed from each other, in terms of strontium-
isotope concentration.  (I henceforth refer to the ‘blobs’ as 
extraterrestrial xenoliths, not because they came from space, 
but because their isotopic composition is foreign relative to 
the bulk of Earth material, which had originated from other 
God-directed nucleosynthetic processes).  I suggest that 
these xenoliths have been incorporated within the Earth’s 
mantle during the time that the Earth was being assembled 
by God on the first day of Creation Week.

In accordance with some of the nucleosynthetic proc-
esses discussed earlier, consider a situation wherein the 
extraterrestrial xenoliths started out with simultaneous 
lower abundances of 88Sr and higher abundances of  84Sr 
than is true of bulk-Earth materials.  This means that the 
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presently-seen relative abundances of 88Sr and 84Sr, in rem-
nants of the extraterrestrial xenoliths, came about as a result 
of the elevation of the former and diminishing of the latter 
during isotopic fractionation in the direction of the heavy 
isotopes.  Examples of this can be seen in Table 5.  We end 
up with elevated 87Sr/86Sr ratios along with near-normal 
86Sr/88Sr and 84Sr/86Sr ratios.

After this isotope fractionation, the material with el-
evated 87Sr/86Sr ratios became incorporated into igneous 
bodies.  As a result of two-component mixing,56 pseudoi-
sochrons were formed which have no time significance 
(Figure 4).  For the vast majority of ‘isochrons’, only a 
modest elevation of 87Sr/86Sr ratios occurs above 0.7, and 
thus a relatively small number of fractionations can account 
for this  (Simulation 1, Table 5).  However, there are a few 
mineral ‘isochrons’, which contain minerals with 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios in the hundreds or even thousands.  But the amount of 
material with such extremely high 87Sr/86Sr ratios is, volu-
metrically speaking, extremely uncommon in the Earth’s 

crust.  It can be understood as the outcome 
of rarely-occurring extremely long series of 
fractionations (Simulation 3, Table 5).  As to 
the belief that such high 87Sr/86Sr ratios could 
only have resulted from in situ 87Rb decay, we 
must remember that most mineral ‘isochrons’ 
are ‘too young’2,39 relative to whole-rock ‘iso-
chrons’, which is another way of saying that 
the 87Sr/86Sr ratios found in most minerals are 
not commensurate with the concentration of  

87Rb in these same minerals.

Significance of the new theory

The earlier belief that a collinear relation-
ship between 87Rb/86Sr and 87Sr/86Sr could 
only be caused by radioactive decay of 87Rb 
has given way to the recognition that such a 
relationship can also be a mixing line.2,51  The 
theory developed in this paper takes this a step 
further, and provides a non-radiogenic expla-
nation for the variable and elevated 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios observed in rock.  

As a result, the need to postulate accelera-
tion of radioactive-decay rates by many orders 
of magnitudes is eliminated for the Rb-Sr 
system.  The model developed in this paper 
can also help solve other geologic problems.  
For instance, the conventional belief that el-
evations in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio above about 0.7 
are assumed to be the result of either in situ or 
once-present 87Rb decay causes unnecessary 
interpretative puzzles in isotopic geochemis-
try,57 and these can now be avoided. 
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Table 1.  Calculated variation of the ratios and abundances of common-earth Sr isotopes with repeated fractionation.  (A) shows the variation 
from isotopically normal to heavy while (B) shows the variation from isotopically normal to light.  β = 0.1.  
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Table 3.  Mixtures of assorted combinations of fractionated and unfractionated common-earth Sr.  β = 0.5 (first), and 0.1 (rest).  The simula-
tions are intended to approach a final 86Sr/88Sr ratio of 0.1194.  However, it can be seen that mixtures of previously-fractionated strontium 
cannot be combined in any manner that elevates the 87Sr/86Sr ratios and simultaneously recovers the near-normal bulk-Earth 86Sr/88Sr and  

84Sr/88Sr ratios.
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Table 4.  Repeated fractionation of previously-fractionated mixtures of Sr.  β = 0.05 (first), and 0.1 (last one).  The simulations are intended to 
approach a final 86Sr/88Sr ratio of 0.1194.  Note that the elevated 87Sr/86Sr ratio not only disappears, but becomes smaller than the bulk-Earth 
87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.7.  Thus, the 87Sr/86Sr ratio can be lowered, but not elevated, by a complex alternating series of mixings and fractiona-
tions.
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